
What “-ary” word 
describes a place 
where you might 
find many books? 

The suffix “-ary” 
means “place”  

or “room”. 



The Latin word lavare 
means “to wash.” 

The suffix“-ory” 
 can mean “room”. 

Can you use those 
roots to make a word 
for a room where you 

can “wash up”? 



What “-arium” 
word names a place 
where you can see 

the planets and 
stars projected on  
a domed ceiling? 

The root “-arium” 
can mean “place.” 



Can you name the  
“-ary” word for a 
place where many 

birds can be kept, like 
a large bird cage? 

The Latin word avis 
means “bird.” 

The suffix “-ary” 
 can mean “place”. 



What “-orium” word 
names the place 

where you might 
hear a concert or 

watch a play? 

The suffix “-orium” 
means “place” or 

“room”. 



What  
“-arium” word  
 names a mini-
habitat, a place  

Where you 
might have soil 

and plants? 

The suffix “-arium” can mean “place.” 



What “-ary” 
word names 

type of a 
building, a place 

designed to 
store grain? 

The suffix “-ary” can mean “place” or “room.” 



What “-ory” 
word names a 

place where 
scientists might 

conduct 
experiments? 

The root “-ory” means “place” or “room.” 



The Latin word sol means “sun.” 
 

The suffix “-arium” means “place” or “room.” 

Can you use those 
roots to make a  

synonym for “sun 
room”, whose 

glass walls let in 
lots of sunlight? 



What “-ary” word 
names a place where 

beehives are kept? 

The Latin word apis 
means “bee.” 

 

The suffix “-ary”  
can mean “place.” 



The prefix “-ory” 
 means “room.” 

What “-ory” word 
names a building, 
often at a college, 
with many rooms 

where students 
are able to sleep? 



What “-ary” 
word names a 

place where 
animals can live 
and be kept safe 

from harm? 

The prefix “-ary” can mean “place” or “room.” 



What “-ory” word 
names a building 

that is place where 
astronomers can 

observe objects in 
outer space? 

The suffix “-ory” can mean “place” or “room.” 



The root “-ory” means “place” or “room.” 

What “-ory” 
word names a 

place where 
objects can be 

built, put 
together, or 

created.  



What word names 
a place where you 

might keep fish and 
other marine 

creatures?   

The root “-arium” means “place” or “room.” 


